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Abstract
By constructing a counter, model we show that a

,.appealing

certain
equation E has no solution in Girard's [1972] second order lambdacalculus
(the so-called polymorphic, lambda" calculus).- The equation E' ,= E(4i) '
(with 45 a type 3 variable) is a simple functional equation in thelkiguage
of Godel's [1958] system of higher order primitive recursive fanctiotals and` ;'
has an easy solution in Spector"s°[1962] system of bar recursive functionals
This shows that the class of bar recursive functionals differs from the class
of functionals definable' in the polymorphic lambda calculus. -"The fact
that the two calculi have different classes of definable functionals (at least
of type 3), contrasts the metamathematical results from 'Spector [1962]
and Girard [1972] which- state that the two -calculi have the same class
`
of definable functions, 'namely, the 'provably .total recursive :.functions . of
_

..analysis

1. :tntr®d-uction',
Spector [1962] extended Godel's functional interpretation, of arithmetic (Godel[1958]) to analysis. This involved a new concept in higher order subrecursion
theory called bar recursion'. 'Bar recursion is essentially a" principle" of definition
for functionals= of finite type through transfinite recursion over a,-`well-faunded
tree'~of finite sequences of functionals: Speor's'results yielded; apart from a
consistency proof for analysis, a characterization of-the provably total' recursive
functions (resp. the provable well-orderings) of analysis as those functions (resp.
well-orderings). that are definable by bar recursion:
In his thesis; Girard [1972]. extended Godel's results cited above to second and
higher, order intuitionistic ar"thmtic Thsnvolved= a completely new system:-of
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typed lambda calculi, namely second and higher order (typed) lambda calculus. In second order (or polymorphic) lambda calculus, A-abstraction from type
variables is allowed. For example, from the term Axa.x, where a is a type variable, one may, construct, the term AaAxa..x, the so-called polymorphic identity.
Apart from consistency proofs for second and higher order arithmetic, Girard's
results yielded characterizations of the provably total recursive functions of these
theories in terms of definability in the corresponding typed -lambda calculi.
The metamathematicall results: from Spector [1962] and, Girard [1972] imply
that the class of bar recursive functions coincides with the class of functions definable in second order typed lambda calculus. This phenomenon suggests a,
possibly deep, relationship between bar recursion and second order lambda calculus, and calls for an explanation. As a special instance of this general problem
one could consider the question of definability of functionals of higher type (as
opposed to functions) in both systems.
We present a 'functional equation E = E(O) (0 a type 3 variable) in the
language of Godel's system AT of higher order primitive recursive functionals.
The computational interpretation"of-E is that E(O) _specifies certain minimization
functional 0., It will be shown that E has, a solution in Spector's system ATB,
but no solution in Girard's system A2T:(,_, systeme F). Surprisingly, E has a
solution in the language of AT, but only provably so in ATB (or even in weaker
calculi such as AT, extended with a fan functional). This .shows. that ATB and
A2T have different classes of functionals (at least of type 3)-., The case of type 2
is open. It is also open whether there exists ahtype,3 functional which is definable
in A2T but not.in.:ATB,..,but we=consider this.unlikely>i
The proof of the negative result concerning A2T is carried out by constructing
a counter model, i.e. a model of A2T in which our equation E has no solution
(i.e. E10 E(T>) is false in the counter model). The counter model is, a, new. PER
model (see Breazu-Tannen and Coquand [1988]) based on an applicative structure
consisting of -untyped lambda calculus extended with a specific higher order oracle
in the,. style of Kleene [1962]. A key property of this model is the presence of a.,r
specific discontinuous functional of type 2 (with type 1 .equipped with the Baire.F,.:..
topology, and type 0 with the discrete. topology), which seems to be. absent in all
standard models of A2T. The model construction is interesting in itself "and can
be applied more widely to;obtain independence and consistency results.

2. Syntax
2.1. INTRODUCTION. This paper deals with a number of equational theories based,
on simply typed lambda calculus .(loosely called systems). We view these systems
',There is evidence that ATB is in some sense stronger than a2T: this latter system interprets a"purely`iituitionistic theory, whereas the former also interprets a weak form of the Law
of the Excluded Middle (axiom F from Spector [19621).
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as models of (high er: order, su`brecursive) .,computation. In this. view the choice for

equational theories is natural. Moreover, equational theories exhibit an attractive
conceptual simplicity.
ATB and. A2-;-A2T ,.
We present the syntax =of :the.
AT
(AD). To the -systems AT,
A2T one can -add-With
which will be. expressed by: the- denotation.
..expressing the
we can-depict the situation situation-as follows.

>

AT

AT(A)

W

V

first order systems

> ATB(A)

A2 > A2T(A)

,

<secgnd,aorder ,systems::

}

2.2. TYPES. The first and second'. order_,system5, are,distinguished.,=tby their reT1, T2, ,given by the following: abstract syntax.
spective sets of

Ti = C I TiT1,
72 =

C I_ v I T2 T2 I VV.T2.

HereV = {a, 0, a', ...l is an infinite set of -`type variables, and C is a set of type
constants. In this paper we take C _ {0}. Types from Ti are usually called finite
types and types from T2 will be called polymorphic types. Note that T1 C T2.
In the sequel, -o-, T, Q',

... range,over. polymorphic types. =It is convenient4-to, single

out some special finite types: 1,

- 00, 2 - 10, and so on.

2.3. TERMS (i) The systems AT anchA2'are, the wellknown simply typed lambda

calculus and ,its second order- (polymorphic) extension. Typical examples of ATterms are: xo' f1, (A fixo f (fx))(ay° y). Typical examples of a2=terms are: all
typical examples of A'-terms, AaXxa.x, (AaA f a-'«xa. f (f x)) (`da.a).
(ii) The systems AT(A), ATB(A)' (resp-- 2T(A)) are based on aT (res-',A2)
but allow the occurrence of certain typed ,constants: in the terms. These constants
are
0,

, J(Q,Q

-for

eSys t ems `AT (A),

B(A), X'6T-(A),

B for $the' system `ATB(A).

Here 0 is of type 0 and 'S is of type 1, with intended interpretation zero respectively the successor function (the 'intended -interpretation -of, 0 ;is the set of
natural numbers). We use.the abbreviations 0 - 0, 1 = SO, 2 - -S(So), and
so on. The constants R, of type a (O-*o->oa)->O'--*a are- added for all types
u -of the system in question; their intended interpretation is that of primitive

recursor. The type of the constant`.B is2-*1-(0-*1->0)->0-0; intended interpretation of B` is bar recursor (of lowest possible type, to be explained below).
3

4

(x))) * Hs(ax°.BYGH(s = BYGHs
lh(s) > Y[s]

=.Gs. .BYGHs
lh(s) < Y[s]

below. 2.6 Remark in explained be to' recursor, bar the for, Rules (CB)

r NP(R0MNP_)

°

M, =r0. MNO

R

(CR)

subgroups. following the into divided constants, for equations Defining 2.
case. 'order

second the to extended axioms/rules compatibility and -Equality
paper). this in used not (optional, M =v,,, Aa.Ma (772)
r] M[a":
(Aa.M)r
(,2)
order). (second polymorphism for rules and Axioms L2)
[1984]). Barendregt (cf. compatibility'axioms/r`,u1es ands Equality
FV(M).. 0 x providec] M. =Q-T hx°.1411x (r/1)
.
N].:. a= NI;[x = (Ax°.M)N (01)
order). (first lambda'calculus ,typed' simply for rules and axioms Basic (L1)

J

.....

=Q-.

subgroups. following the distinguish e and.-rules-W, axioms calculus ,Lambda. 1..
`

naturally that rules and axiom upfrom built

are

'

roups three 'into divide
theories THEoRY:'The 2.5.

likely. not is confusion when equations in
typesubscript
the omit shall We equations. over range ... y), E(x, E', E, sequel,
the In below.
theories the define that rules inference the in found be can
equations such of pleT exai Typical o. type of
of terms AT, and M and AD
of type a -a with N'
M equations `are` AD of formulas The EQUATIONS. 2.4.:

A

term. a-well=t3pped constituents-of the "Ithe-types-bf reconstruct to needed
is that a<-minimum to superscripts type reduce shall and well-typed are terms
that assume tacitly shall we Furthermore M. in occurring variable term free a
of type any in free 'occur riot does a variable type the "that" assume we" M Ace in
example, For exercised. be should variables with 'dealing in care usual The on.
1o tetra;:=a =closed ]etc.), := [& N], _ [x by (expressed substitution hygienic
-,M,', of variables free of set the FV-(M), as such notions with assume;--familiarity
we below and -Here respectively. variables constants=and for Var(aE) Var,(AO);
we Analogously
U, = Term(AD) over
,
, ...
More-. terms.: over- range Y ... M', M,
F, and o- type of All-term's of set the
for stands >sequel,-,Term,(All) the In 2.15. Definition in found be ples:`carr an'.ex .''.More y) n°mQ 'z(
C-`n is' term AT .a of =example typical A
°y°z°=
-

-

S;. Additional .rules for ,:quantifie -free arithrneticc .(the induction' ,rule will be
explained in Remark 2.7 below).

SM = SN
(A)

M=N

SM=O

SE

E

LR

E(0, y)

E(Sx, y)
IR
E(x, y)

The (sub)groups 11, L2,-CR, .CB <and A compose into the theories Al according to the following table. The corresponding deduction relations f- .r are
defined as usual in natural deduction systems.
\T

AT(A)
ATB(A)
A2
A2T(A)

L1
LlL1

LI

11

CR . ..,

CR CB (A)

w`h2

L2

(A)

=

CR

(A) .11

2.6". REMARK. (i) We` .use- the - denotation. (no, ... , nk_r) (k > -°0) for finite _se'

,s

quences of natural numbers; the empty sequence is denoted by.(.)..viLet. s, s', "..m
range over such sequences. We presuppose a,.surjective, primitive recursive .en=coding of such sequences as natural numbers; "with * (concatenation. operator), lh
(length function) and -- (prefix relation) primitive recursive. If s = (no,... , nk_1)
then [s] is the function assigning n2 to i` < k ' and 0 to i > k; [s] is primitive re
cursive in s. The denotations lh(s), [s] and ; (x) in the defining rules of the bare`
recursor (CB above) should be, taken as abbreviations of 'AT-terms representing the corresponding' primitive recursive functions, with the desired properties
provable- in ATAP (see below): Thus the syntax in -CB His explained.
,(ii) Bar recursion (of type 0) is in fact recursion on trees of finite sequences (of
natural numbers). As an example, consider for given YG, H the computation of
YGHO.,`This involves 'recursion on the tree fi = {s I Vs' -<'e s Y[s'] _
> lh(s')}. a
lh(s):
in
a
leaf
s° of T'
The- termination condition- of the recursion. is Y[s] <

the value is given by Gs. In an.-inner node. s of T the value of
-

is

defined recursively in terms of all values BYG-H(s *,w(x))t:. by applying Hs to
ax.BYGH(s * x)). Of course Y should be such that T is well ,-founded,,which
indicates that it is`non-trivial to find a model for bar recursion.
2.7.

Our. induction -rule, is a little special, which we shall explain now.

Firstly, the second premiss (the" induction step) is tasted in purely equational
F- cp
form. This, can be done by allowing
to.depend on assumptions
as opposed. to just F- gyp), which is not problem in a,natural deduction system.
However, some additional care in dealing, with-,'variables should be exercised. Of
course the induction"" rule can ;only be. applied when neither x _nor y occurs free
in any assumption (other- than. the induction- hypothesis E(x, Fy)) ion which the,
5.:'

premisses depend.` Less standard in lambda theories, also the -ruie has, to be

restricted: ax.M = )x.N can only be inferred from M=N when x does not
occur free in any assumption on which M = N depends.
Secondly, a more. usual -form of the induction rule is obtained by putting
Fso .that Fy = y. Since E may contain- other variables than those
explicitly shown, zwe`.can"'formulate this induction rule as usual:

(9x)

E(0)

E(x)

itt
-

In the rule IR the induction hypothesis E(x, Fy) has as, special feature the occurrence of the term Fs Note that the rule is sound due to-the base step E(0, y)
(and the fact that y does not occur free in any assumption on which- the premiss
depends). The reason for the special feature is that it. allows us to prove conveniently in our equational theory some lemmas whose usual proofs are by `double
induction, which cannot be done in- a quantifier-free system. Actually, the rule
IR is a derived rule in the system with the at first sight weaker rule. Iii.'. The
tedious proof of this fact (cf. Troelstra [1973]., -1.78-10) is avoided by postulating
the stronger rule..
2.8 ADDING PROPOSLTIONAL"-I,OGIC Let aE be one of the, systems AT, ATB,

A2T. The ease in use of the quantifier-free arithmetic of aA would be greatly
improved by the addition of propositional logic. This should be done with care in
order to preserve the equational character of the theories. We first give a precise
of formulas of the systems with propositional
definition of
logic.

2.9. DEFINITION Let .. be one of the theories aTA,' ATB'A, A2TA. The set
Forma(AEAp) of formulas of type o ' of .the theory

is inductively defined

as follows.

V (M

M, N E
cp, O E

Formo(aAP)

Formo(.\DAp)..

N) E

(co --> O) E

Here and below cp, 0, x, co' range over formulas. To economize on parentheses, outermost ,parentheses are omitted and we take - to associate to the
right. It is important to stress that only type 0 equations may be combined into
propositional formulas (for reasons that will become clear below). We single out
and denote it by 1
the formula 0 = 1, from
1

2.It THEORY CONTINUED.",Now-the theories AA are extended to obtain the
by adding the following rules of inference.
theories
6

V-

b
(P)

0 --+

O

->I

-E

10

deduction relation is'denoted by hacAP.

The corresponding

2.11. LEMMA. aDAp is closed under the ex falso rule:

-1
1P

PROOF. Every

is of the form c

'E-

--+

.`:. - Pn => M =Q'

N (n > 0). From I, M

N may be inferred by the rule 1- R. Now co can be
inferred by n successive applications of the rule -*I. D

We shall proceed by showing that: _(i) ACAp, is a , conservative , extension
can still be considered to be an equational theory; (iii) we
(ii)
XD`A '`'An important
actually have the force of full classical:propositional
of

tool will be cut elimination for.
A ` cut is the

successive= application of the,'-r--ules --*I

and -+E in a derivation, illustrated by the following figure, in which a is called
the cut formula.

V0

(P -

0

I
O
V)

DAP is called normal (or cut-free), if it

A

The
2.13. LEMMA.

notcontain, a-.cut.

lemma, is a.simple case of Gentzens celebrated Huptsatz.

f I aQAP cp, then there exists a normal derivation of ca from r.

PROOF. This lemma can be proved by a simple case of Gentzen's argument (see
e.g-. Prawitz [1965]). We paraphrase it here,."since it,isbeautiful and short. Define
plus one. The rank of
in
to be the number
JcaI, the rank of
derivation
D, the degree
a cut is the rank of its cut formula.
of
by JDJ is the maxmum.frof, jcpj over all cut formulas co
in D, and 0 if there- are: no such formulas. The proof: is by primary. induction, on
on.-the. number of cuts of maximal rank inV -The
IDI and
crucial step in the inductive proof is the elimination of cuts ,such- as depicted in
7

the preceding figure, where the,. subsidiary derivation of ,cp is assumed to contain
only cuts of rank < ID1. -,This;.is done by LLa transformation .of the derivation into
some. other derivation- of which we give an example in the following figure.

Note that new, cuts possibly introduced by this,, transformation can only have
rank. < <Dj. It. is therefore .easily seen that th`degree of the whole derivation
does not increase under this, transformation. Moreover, if the' degree does not,
decrease, then the number of cut formulas of maximal rank" decreases.

a conservative extension of

2.-14 --THEOREM:

PROOF.y Let F be a set of,equational, assumptions. We show.,.
1"'7 aa

P

M.=- N

=>

r

F-

oA M

I _:a

N

(*)

.

by induction
the length of the- normal derivation; for .l' l AP M : N, using
the .following claim: every normal derivation, for ,DAP co -+ 0 ends with an
application of the rule -.I. The claim is easily proved by induction on,the length',
of the normal,. derivation- Consider a normal
for r' f-aoAP co --+ 0
and assume.that the claim has, been proved for all shorter normal derivations.
If cp -> 0 has been inferred from X - . pp - 0 and some formula X by -E,
then it follows from the induction hypothesis that the normal subderivation for
r DAP X --> co ->, b ends with an .application of ->I.. This would constitute a cut
with cut formula x in the original normal derivation, contradiction. Since cp --* 0
is not equational and hence no assumption,- it follows that co - 0 can only be
inferred by the rule
This completes the proof of the claim. Now consider a
normal derivation°for'T 1-aoAPI-M =Q N and assume (*) has been proved for all
shorter normal -derivations. Assume (towards a contradiction) that the last step
of the normal derivation for F H- E AP M'=Q"'N is an'application of the -E rule
(note that a = 0 in, this case). -So we would have the following situation.
cp -> M =p N

P

->E

M =n> N
N can
However, since the derivation is I nbrmah p-the claim states that ip ->> M
only be inferred by an application of theA rule *I.:,Likednn the proof of the claim,..
this would constitute a cut inta-normal derivation, contradiction.-, It follows that
the last
in the. derivation" fo :--F F--DAP M=
N must be in
Now apply

the induction hypothesis.1 8

Thefollovingdefinitons= andlemmas`pr pare=for a translation;=frornformula of ASAP into equations of al]A that preserves provability. ".,_
2.15. DEFINITION. We, introduce the following abbreviations for terms.

CP

Ax°y0z..R°z(An0ni .y)x '(conditi

-

RoO(Ax°y°.x) (predecessor),
= .fix"y".Rox(Au"v":Pv)y (cut-off subtraction),: 3

= Ax°y°:R00(Au°v° 1)(y0x), (less than);
= x°y°.Ro(Ro1(Au°v°.0)(x
= ax°y°.Ro1(Au°v°.y)x (implication).
Note that we write 0 as an infix operator_(binding weaker

(equal),

unary functions

2.16. DEFINITION. -We introduce -the following-,`abbreviations for

(M=N)` 1.
'M#N
M<N - ©MN=
M >N - F<7NM=1.
Furthermore, IF F-), co +-+ b is shorthand for I

I-,,

We abbreviate. F-ATAP by F-.

2.17. LEMMA. The following can be proved in .tTAP
(i) b x O -* x =;. S(P x)

(ii) I-(x

0-->1) mix,=0

(iii) F-x0OHxO
(iV F- O-=x
:

(v) F- SME1x = 0 -3 0 < x
(vi)
(vii)

F- SxJSy = x[y
(x y-+ 1)-* x=y

(viii) F-_x[Jy=0,->y0x=0

=y

(ix) F- xJx = 0
(x) F--x=y+-+[]xy=1
(xi).

(xi) F-'x 0 y 4- Elxy =
(xii) F- [](Sx)y = y

(xiii) F- DOy =I

(xiv) F- ]xy=0-x
(xv) F- ,[xy

O,

0

y.

(xvi) F- jxy=1-y lax=O
(xvii)

y: 0 -

1 F- Exy 00 -+Exy=1

9

cp --+ V)

and F F-ao

b - 0-

PROOF. The -proofs -are . more or less standard and sari be: found in the literature
(cf. Troelstra [1973], 1.7.2-7, where -this. development of quantifier-free arithmetic

is attributed to.K. Schutte). We leave them as- exercises to the- reader, but not
without providing a` number of hints.
use"the induction rule IR
as the essential step. However,; not all proofs use IR in ,the same way. We
distinguish between the following cases. First consider the case 'in which the
special feature of- ourinduction rule is-fdt''=used, so in fact only the weaker rule
IR' is applied. If no, induction `,hypothesis is used `at all,, =then we actually do
only case distinction (cases E(0) and E(-Sx)) and, will, phrase this accordingly.
If we do use the induction hypothesiseE(x); then; we, phrase the case as by
ordinary induction'. Next consider the case that the force of the induction rule
with ,parameters is indeed used. ,Then 'we phrase the proof as by induction'
and mention the induction hypothesis- explicitly. Moreover we mention- which
variable is the induction variable and which previous parts of the lemma can be
profitably used. Hints for the proofs; (i)-(v) by case distinction on .x.; .(vi) by
ordinary induction on y; (vii) by induction on y using the, induction hypothesis
y ->1) --> P x = y _ and, part (ii); (viii) by induction on x using the
(p x
induction hypothesis xOP y = 0 -> P y[E]x = 0 -' x = P y and the parts (i),
(iii) and (v); (ix) by ordinary induction on x using (vi); (x),(xi) by previous
parts (not using the induction rule at,all); (xii)-(xiv) trivial; (xv)-(xvii) by case
distinction on x. F-1
=,A

2.18. DEFINITION. We define a mapping cp E-a

:

by induction on the structure of cp as follows.

M =o N

MN,

For all cp E
(i) FV((p) = FV(U);
'(ii) f)ci:AP I 0 5 0 -> 7
0 i =1.
(iii) 1__ATA1 c H

cp

have

=1.

PROOF. (i) is obvious. (ii) and (iii) are proved by induction on
ma 2.17.
2.20. COROLLARY.

using

can be considered to be equational.

PROOF., By Theorem 2.19 (iii) and Theorem _2.14 we.can just as veil work with

the L's In AUA as, with the O's in JUAP.. 1J
2.21. COROLLARY.

enjoys the full force of classical propositional logic.
10,

PROOF. By Theorem 2.:19 ,(iii) and Lemma .2A7 (vii).2.22: COPOLLARY"°° If the variable x do'es not occur free in F, then
F 1=aaAp

r rA A, o [x := N].

(o

PROOF. First assume cp° is an equation, say P = Q. Since x 'does not occur in
IF it follows by the -rule that Ax.P = Ax.Q. Now we calculate P[x := N] _
(Ax.P)N = (Ax.Q)N = Q[x := N], so cp[x := N]. If co is not an equation,- then
apply Theorem 2.19 (iii) an d the fact that cp[x := 1V] = 7o [x := N].
2.23. REMARK. Theorem 2.19 above: cannot be generalized to formulas M= - N
with o- # 0. The reason is that the higher type equalities -are -undecidable,:,whereas
equality of type 0 is decidable. As a consequence, adding propositional logic 'or
equations of arbitrary type would violate the equational character of the theory.
2.24.-REMARK. It is useful to remark that for all co E
there exist
a terms ux<y. gyp, b'x<y. gyp, 3x<y. p encoding, respectively, bounded minimization,- bounded universal quantification and and, bounded existential quantification.
More precisely, these terms satisfy, provably Jn ATA¢, the--follow" ing specifica-

dons.

-

(µx<y cp) < Sy
x<(Ax<y-p) =-->
(3x<y. p)- = 1 -'
(2x<y. p) =.0 ->
(dx<y. cp) = 1
(Vx<y. V) ='O

--*

-r

cp[x := (µx<y. cp)],

cp -1,
(µxCy. gyp) < sy,

x<y

0

x < y - ip,

3'(A'x<y. cpy.

2.25. REMARK. The: -axiom is in fact equivalent to the following rule of extensionality

Mx` _ Nx.°

EXT
M =`a ;T N
Here x must neither occur in FV (M , nor in J1 V(N), .nor in -any, assumption, on
which' the premiss depends. The 77-axiom' will mostly be used in the form of the
rule EXT.

3. - Semantics
In this. section we will briefly describe tl basic., semantical notions necessary for
the proofs of our main results. The exposition of the, first-order case is based on.
work by- Friedman [1975]. For the second-order -case we, describe a.construction
using partial equivalence relations; seer -Girard [1972], and °Breazu-Tannen and
Coquand [1988].
1.I

-specifica-,.,

First-order systems
Terms of'first-order \-calculus `are interpreted in, a structure of object sets (one
for` each type) together with application functions and an interpretation function.
We write T = T1 for the set of finite types- A ranges over the systems A',
AT , AT A, ATB; and ?AB A
.

is- structure

3.1. DEFINITION. mA

9N = (( Ro)& r, (AFpaT)a,TET,°

])`:

satisfying the following requirements.
(1) -Each 9i1 is a.nonempty _set.(2) For each a,T__ET
° Appa;T

:

T X 9Xa -+ TZr

O

a, b)).
is, an application function (we,write. q b or simply ab.for Ap
(3).. A valuation in 9A is a map p :
UIET t, such that p(x° E 9R,
for all types r. ._Q.J _is a function mapping terms K4 nd_valuations p into U
9XI

such that
M E Terma(AE<). = QMJ1 E M,,

EA.9,,_.

and
p

FV(M)=p'rFV(M)

QMjP=QM

and moreover
QxJ0 h= - p(x),

= [M]P IN]P,

QMNJ1

-

Q.x'.M]P a = QMJP(x:=a) for each'a E 903,.
-The -interpretation- of types='(Qo`J1 =-fit0) is not mentioned explicitly. ,,The,'
notion of satisfaction of equations. and sequents 'is defined in the obvious way.
3 . 2 . DEFINITION .

Let 9R bela_

i)' For M, N E

as above .
one defines

TZ, p

M = N4,z a JMJ.P

TN],,

M=N a for all p

M=N.

(ii) 9A satisfies r I- E notation. I' +=--m-E) if fox, all p
9A,

(iii)

p J E` `whenever for each A in r 92, p J A.

t-is.t model of

if

rI-a,, E => T=,E.
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An- important example of a .TA-str-ucture; is the structure of all functionals
over the natural numbers.
3.3. DEFINITION. The full type structure over N (notation 9R(N)) is defined as
follows.

J1(N) = (AI)IET,
.

(-Q,T)e,,E'T, 1[1)

where

No = N,
No-r = Nr
and

f-a=f(a)
Moreover

QxP = P(x),

QMN] -A ml

'

Q;

AaEN,.Mp(x,=d),
and

101o,
lS1 p - AnEN .n.+1,'
TRJp = fQ,
3

where ff is such that
f1.abn

=a

ifn=0,

= b(n-1)(fab(n-1))

if n > 0.

3.4. PROPOSITION. 9i (1N) is a model of ATA.

PROOF. Obvious.

Second order systems
In this subsection we describe a well-known model construction for some second
order systems. For a more general setting the reader is referred to Breazu-Tannen
and, °Coquand=[1`988].

The basis for this so called PER-construction is an applicative structure with
an interpretation -of untyped °A-terms; possibly- containing some constants.-If C
is a given' set then "We 'rite-'A(C)'-for the set of untype&terms extended with
constants from C. Moreover. V. denotes the set of untyped- variables:
13. ,

3.5 DEFINITION: A partial--,X(0)'-structure is a structures

0 , V)

2t = (A,

such that
(1)- A is a nonempty set ;:called. the domain .,of -91,
(2) : A x A , A is a partial application function. Again we often write ab

for a b;
(3) V : C -> A is a constant` interpretation :(omitted if C = 0);
(4)
is a partial interpretation function for A(C) in A such that for each
valuation p : V -> A one has
(1

(1

cP = V(c) if c E C,

W, )x0,_- = p(x),
OMNOP

"' )MOP Nop,
.

AX'7.mo P11

0,x'7.M0p - a --

Mop(,:=a,),

and moreover

p FV(M) = p' [ FV(M)

=* (M(1p - (jMOP,.

An example is Kleene's applicative'structure (N, ) extended with a recursion
.
theoretic interpretation of A (= A(O)).-`'
where

3.6. EXAMPLE. Set 1C =

e x -- {e}(x)
.

and, moreover
(1x

P

=

p(.x);

OMOP-' Nop,

)Xx.M)p =
where n.(n) stands for the choice of a:(canonical) index forthe partial recursive
function v.
For the following definitions, fix a partial A(C)-structure 2t,-=.(A,

, , V).

3.7; DEFINITION. (i) A partial equivalance relation (per) on A is s-a relation that
is symmetric.=and transitive. --PER(A) is the collection of all suchmrelations., For
R E PER(A) write dom(R)dom(R)== {aa;E-A I a. R alb_
.
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(ii) For R, S E PER(A) define:
a R-->S a' -#= b

b' ,[b R b` =:- ab S a'b'].

(iii) For (Ri)iEI E PER(A) define

aARia' -,# Vi EI [aRia'].
iEI

.,It can easily be shown that P=ER(A) is closed under'-* and. A.

-

3.8. DEFINITION. If T : C PER(A) is a valuation of type constants, for each
or E T2 and type valuation : V --+, PER(A) -the per. interpretation of Launder C,
[o]g = [a] E PER(A), is defined inductively as follows.
[c]s.. T (C),
[ah _ C(a),

-

[Q->Tl
[Va.a]g

[a]`e_*[r]e,

A

[o]

<

, EPER(A)

Now Jet A -range over,: 2, A2T
3.9. DEFINITION, A per structure for A

'P = (A,

i a `structure
Va T

0 0,

such that

,n

V) is a partial (Cons (kD))-structure;
(2) T : C - PER(A) is a type constant, valuation;
(3) (V, T) is a'constant valuation, pair., i.e. for each c,E Cons,(aE) and C one

(1) .(A,

has V(c) E dom[es],.
Terms of. AD are first interpreted in the domaintof a per s`tructi re T by erasing--

type information and using the interpretation function in 3.
3.10: DEFINITION. (i) The erase-type map
d fi d d uctivel y as fo ll

=

Icl
_

l xa l

I

j

.:;Term,( EJ) -+

c,

xa'
xQ,

. IMNI = IMIINI,

iMaIMl

1. x°.Ml = vxo.I,Ml ,
=

A:MI-ln%:l

where xQ is an untyped variable

by-xa; :
15-F

(ii) For M E Term-(AD), p :

A one:>defines
[M] p

=

iI

M1--,0

where Ipi is such that for each variable x°
IPI(IXT = P(x°).

(iii) Let M E

Then -{p, ) is a- valuation pairs for M (notation

(p, C) >- M) if for all x0" E FV(M) one -has .p(x7) E,dom[a]e.

(p, ) > M

3.1.1. LEm>MA'(Type-correctness)`. M E-1 Terrri°(AE),
dom[a]e.

=:,

[M]p E

PROOF. Write p ,: e p' if for all xa E FV(M) one has

p(x°)[o] p (x°)..
Then one can show by induction. on M
P ^ e p' #1 [M].

:[

] [M n

[M]PG.

Taking p = p' this yields [M] -E domIQ,e;
3.12. DEFINITION.. Types and terms are now interpreted in -13 as. follows. For
.,

aET2
QA =, dom[a]

mod

and for M e Term, (AD) and (p,>-) M
[M]P -

Then one has (p,)

(Mod
[a]e).

M =* QMJp E Qo-.

3.13. DEFINITION. The notion of validity in q3 is defined in the usual way. Moreover 3 is said to ?be -a model. of -a .if
'F F-ao E =

IF I--q3

E.

3.14. PROPOSITION. Let q3 be a per structure. Then the axioms and rules in (L1)
and (L2) are valid in q3.

PROOF. Folklore.
3.15. COROLLARY. Let q3 be a per structure. Then q3 is a model of a2.

The "structure K can;be-extended to-,a, A2TA=algebra. 16-,

-3.16.,DEFINITION. (i)' Using the recursion theorem rd termine.r E N such that
in K

rabn

N..

a

b(n-

r.,ab(n-1)),

if n = 0,
if n > 0.

(ii) The per structure-HEO2 is defined by
_;HEO2 = '(N, , 0 0, V; T)
where
V(0),:°..

'.0.

V (S) _ .n.n+1,
V (RQ) = r,
and finally

=-E = {(n:, n) I n E,N}

3.17: :PROPosITION. HE02 is a A2TA;-ixlge.bra.

PROOF. By Proposition 3.14 and the above

4. First- order `n'a

r

theoretic

conseirve tivit

In :this' section we
compare 'the -first" order' -systems-` ATBA and ATj , , and
show that ATBA_ is a nonconserv'ativeextension of ATA:
be done by

constructing an equation E in the language of ATA such that

-ATB `+-E ,
XT A' Y E.

The nonconservativity does not really come` as a surprise since it follows from

A" + BIE$ (see
[1973] for a
Spector [1962] that: in
description), which is comparable to ATBA, the consistency of Peano Arithmetic,
(after; suitable encoding).
i.e. -,ProofPA(x,'-0 = 1), can
The' equation formulated here, however, does not refer to any metamathematical properties and can be formulated` in a simple way.
4.1. `DE

10 N. The term E

E

Termo- o_o(A

is defined by

E - .Axy.if y < xrthen 1 else 0..
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The intuition is that En. is =a-so called stepfunation that can be depicted as
follows.
1

0

with P a, type-3, variable, is defined

4.2. DEFINITION. The equation E,==,
by

E() - x < Op --' co(Ex) > x A
Ocp.
is a type-2 variable and x a type-0 variable. Note that EO can be

Here
written in the form GOcox = 0 or G1 =r,Xpx.0._-

4.3. INTUITION. If 0 satisfies E(0) then 0 performs the following minimization.

cp ^ µx. cp(Ex) < X.
exists x with o(Ex) <
x. Since E will be shown to have a bar recursive solution 0, the minimization
is well defined for cp taken
a ,model of bar recursion; such as°the: count'
This minimization is only well defined for 0 such` that

able/ continuous functionals (see Kleene [1959], Kreisel [1959]), or the (strongly)
majorizable:functionals (see Howard :[1973] Bezem [1985]): A counter model against
must contain a co for which the minimization. is not well defined. Since
every continuous functional of type 2 is also majarizable, any.counter model must
contain a nonmajorizable functional cp. This is not very problematic for counter
models satisfying .TA .but turned- out to,,be difficult for counter models satis,seem to exhibit an inherent
fying a2TA_,- since all `standard' models of. ,X-continuity.
4.4. DEFINITION. Let
a® be two.-of our ,systems. We say that E is ADrealizable in A if for some (D E
one has
a®H ]E(-P)

-Our

to`show that E is AT--realizable in ATB`e but not in )TA.

4.5. PROPOSITION. There exists no (p e Ter-m,8.(AT) such that
ATA I- E(4)).

PROOF. Suppose, towards a contradiction, ATA I- E(4)) with -1 .E Term3(AT)s
Consider the model 9J (N), see Definition 3.3. Define--' 6 E No-.o-o by

S(n)(x) = 1
=

`O
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if x < n,

`ifx>n.

Note that QED - 6; denotation: 6 =",&(n)1-. Take cp E^ N2 such that for each. n_ E-. N
n.

Then one has
= Pbbo,

VW1
contradicting gxt(N)

k--

E(). D

It can easily-, be seen that. E is ATB-realizable in aT,BA. Indeed,:. the minimization stated above can be obtained by constructing a `searching functional'
I of type 2->0-->0 such that

xpcps = 0
= :1 +{

Tcp(s

).

o(s,.,

<. (1)

-.

,

if cp[s] < lh(s),
Otherwise,

-

and finally defining 4 )co.GcoO_:' Prom the form of -theme equations for 1`"it can
be expected that such a I can be constructed using the bar recursor...,
4.6. DEFINITION. The term FB E Term3(AT,B), is defined as follows.
FB = )\yO.BcpGH(),

where

Go.Q;
H

Asf.,

(f1).

In order to show that FB realizes E we reason informally in ATBA; the
argument could.e.asily_ be formalized.
4.7. DEFINITION. Let P(x;_cp) Fabbreviate
x < FBCp

-

cp(

x) ? x

A

Fsco = x + 1 + BcoGH1`1,
where 1x
X

X times

4.8. LEMMA. ATBA F- P(x, cp).
PROOF. -Byinduction= on xx. Note -that [lx] = Ex, by extensionality
Basis. P(0, cp) holds since trivially cp(EO) > 0 and FBCp > 0 implies co[( )] ">

0 = lh(()) and therefore

FBo = H( )()\y.BcpGH(y))
= 1 +'<BcpGH(l)."
191--

Induction step. Suppose P(x, cp) -in `:orderM -tvo show ; P(x .+:1,, co)

Suppose,

x + 1 < FBCo. Then x < FBCp so by induction hypothesis
FBCp = x -+ 1'-} BVGHlx+i

We claim that p(E(x+ 1)) > x+1." Indeed;supose p(E(x+ 1)) < x+ 1. Then
cp[1x+1] < x + 1, so BcpGHlx+l = 0, so FBCp = x + 1, contradictingxFBCp; > X,+-1-

ow it follows that

BcpGHlx+1 =
+1(ay. pG.H(1" * {y)))_
= 'I+ BcoGHlx+z
f,

$0`

8 .= x +2-#+

pGH1x+2

which completes ,the induction step.
ROPOS' T ON. ATBA1= E (FB).
4.9. PROPOSITION.'

PROOF. Observe that FBCJ'> 0 By Lemma 4.8 one has
.

P(FBP - 1, 0),
and therefore
FBCp = FBCp + BcoGMFBW,
so

BWGH1FB`o = 0,

which implies`

((FBA)) =

FBP]

< 1h(lFB Y)
= FBW.
Combining this with P(x,_ gyp) gives

E(FB). 0
It will turn out that E is even' )T-realizable in ATBA. Use is made of a trick
due to G. Kreisel . a l s o employed by J.A. Bergstra and J .Terlouv see Barendregt
[1984], p 581

,

°

=

4.10. DEFINITION. Define f E Termi(aT)
by
s
F

f - Ax.if Vy<x+1. o(Ey) > ythen 1 else 0.
20-

4.11. INTUITION.
,

INTUITION:. ff is a stepfunctior

Which 'looks as follows.

r

il

1

0

h.T
µy CP(Ey) <,ya

So f, _{(µy. cp(Ey) < y) =1) (provided 3 y ip{Ej < y;'otherwise'`f
Therefore

O(M >- (µy O(Ey) < y) - 1
I

and h ence,

µy CP(Es).< y < Cp-(M + 1.
This gives a primitive recursive upperbound of the minimization expressed in E.
4.12. DEFINITION: The term .:FT E Ierm3(AT) is de fined, as follows
FT

4.13. °PPROPOSJTION: AT
PROOFF+. Again we

-

:(E ) < X.

- FT = FB.

eason infcfirnally in ATBA From Proposition 4

E(FB), so
x < Fgpp '=r-p(, x)- > x,

(1)

CP(E(FBCP)) < FBCp

(2)

From (1) it follows tha
y G FRCP

-i

cp(y)'> y

(3)

and therefore

x < FBCO - 1 - fIx = 1,

(4)

fIx=0.

(5)

and

i-> F8 V

1

From (4)' and (5) one obtains by excte.nsionality
,

f = E(FBO - 1)Hence again by (1)

co(f,) > FWP - 1
and therefore
FBCO < <0(f,) + 1.
21

.

Combining this with (2) and `again' (=1) (ensuring minirralty Of !FB(P with respect
to cp(Ex) < x) yieldsFTCP = FBO

and hence by extensionality,-

ffi..

n«

FT. =

Fn:. 0

4.14. COROLLARY. ATBA l- E(FT).
PROOF. By the ;propositions 4.9v_ and. 4.1

..:,

Now we can collect the results obtained in this section.
4.15. THEOREM. ATBA is a nonconservative extension of ATA.

PROOF. Note that E(FT) is an equation iin the language of ATA. By Proposition 4.5
ATA Y E(FT).

whereas by Proposition 4.14
7,13A

]E(FT)-_-r7

It is important to stress that our ;results -have little to do with proof theoretic
strength in the usual sense. Luckhardt [1975] presents a system AT+µ which has
the same proof theoretic strength as Heyting's Arithmetic. Our equation E is in.
fact a special case of the defining equation for µ. It is not difficult to prove that
1-AT" +1, E(FT). As a consequence wee can complement -the results from Luckhardt
[1975] with the following theorem-.:,

4.16. THEOREM. AT + g is a nonconservative extension of ATA,.,

Similar results can be obtained for the extension of AT with a modulus of
uniform continuity (a so-called fan functional).,

5."A new PER model`
In this section a model construction for A2TA is presented. The construction
will'be used to obtain a certain counter model in Section 6.
The model is obtained using the.PER_construction based on an --applicative
structure consisting of untyped A-terms, extended with, a constant serving as a
higher type
some conversion relation.
The idea of adding higher-type oracles to untyped .\-calculus originates from
Kleene [1962]. He used this idea to prove the equivalence between recursi`veness
and lambda definability in higher types. Below we describe adding one single
oracle. It is possible to generalize- the construction by adding an entire-type,structure in the form of oracles.
oracles:.

22- r,

TJntype lambdaa calculus with -,higher type .oracles

:..

,x

In this subsection the applicative structure will be, constructed which forms the
basis of a PER-model.
For this subsection, let "cp :^N N:be a fixed (type-2):functional
5.1., DEFINITION. Let, p be, a constant. The set of AV -terms (notation AV) is
defined by the following abstract syntax.
1lcp..=t

AV = W

[-V ' I '(ASP AV) I

,We use the same notionalconventions for AV-terms as we door +A.ter-ms; ,see
Barendregt [1984]. The set of closed AV-terms is denoted as A°cp:
The principle reduction relation is ,-reduction. A second notion of reduction
will be added to the system. We suppose' the reader is familiar-with, the concept
=»p, ands
of reduction relations and induced conversion
=Q for 3-reduction).
The numerals defined in Barendregt [1984] are used' to' represent natural numbers.
5.2. DEFINITION. Define

-

true
Axy.x,false = Axy.y.
Then true MN = Al and false MN = -Y' s' if B is either equal to true or fa`Ise
the conditional if B then P else Q c4an be expressed as
5.3. DEFINITION. For M, N E Atp the ordered pair [M, N], is defined by_."setting:
[M, N] =.=Az.zMN.

Note that

[M, N]true =p M,
[M, N]false

=,Q

N.

5.4.. DEFINITION. For each n E N .the numeral Tn.-' E AV is defined inductively
as follows.

1-01 rn + 1-'

1

-

(- Ax.x),
rn-'].

Let3->R> be:.a notion =of;reductiont.(on AV), and F:.G-

N -> N. Then F is said to R-define f (notation=, F DR f) if for all n,-E N

F'-n, =Rf f(n)
23.-

.

f

The aim is to construct a reduction .r lation WF -',p

e(f)'

such that for any F and f

ifav

f.

(*)

Here s -reduction is' defined by -Q,p =--40-u ->o. Note that if `F;>)9011
would be replaced by `F D0 f', the reduction --> could immediately be obtained
by so-called S-reduction making some external function internal (seer`Barendregt
[1984]). This corresponds to the notion of 'oracle"in' recursion theory. In (*),
however, the behaviour of the oracle is specified in terms of itself.
Because of this impredicativity, the question arises whether or not --+, can
be -well defined: This- is indeed the -case. The idea .is= to generate ->,0 ,in stages,
according to a certain inductive operator.

5.6: DEFINITION. Let R C A V . x A be a relation The compatible closure of R,,,,
(notation R) is defined inductively as follows.

MRM, -MRM';
MM'
MNRMN,
NM R NM,
Ax.M R ax.M'.
5.7. EXAMPLE. -

M[x = N]), [M, N E App, x Es Var}..

5.8. DEFINITION.. The operator

r.: p(Acp. X Act), -+ p(Acp x AV) is defined by

F,(R) _ {cpF, re(f)') J' F E Act, f:

fir -3 I

F

R f }...

5.9 LEMMA. F, is monotone. That
T is,

R C R' =* r;o(R) C rp(R').
PROOF. By monotonicity of - and the -fact that DpR is monotone in R. 'D

Now ;the stages in the inductive' definition .are defined by setting for each
ordinal number ( (cf. Hinman [1978])

rc = rW U{r" 110 < 0).

(**)

Using the denotation T'(O _ U{F O z9 < (}, the-e.press-ion (**)-.becomes
I

rc = r'(Fw).
From 'the theory of `inductive 'definitions we-know-that-for- some minimal Co

r,° is the least- fixed point of r,, so

4

rso
--r (w
O
24'_

We define= Fco. It is clear that this ->,, indeed,,s4tisfie

F"R f

if

cpF

We need some properties of &-reduction. An important feature is that it has
the Church-Rosser (or confluence) property
5.10. DEFINITION. We say that a reduction relation --+R on Aco is Church:-Rosser
if for all M, Ml, M2 E Aco

M

RMlnM- RM2,

.

=, .3N[Ml,-- R-NAM2-SRN],

in a picture

M

N1

N2

R

R

N
5.11. MAIN THEOREM. -&-reduc'tion' is Church-Rosser.
This theorem-isr proved by showing for.,each-ordinal-<: that -Q U
Rosser, using transfinite induction.,
To simplify notation, let - C
I'c,':" Similarly one defines

=x, etcetera.
Below ad outline of the proof is given. More technical -details can be found in
thesis of the first- author=
Let (be'an ordinal number. Suppose --+p,9 is Church-Rosser for-each`e9 < C, in
order to show that - is. Church-Rosser,. -using a method due to Hindley [1964]
=
and Rosen [1973].

the

5.12. HINDLEY-ROSEN LEMMA. Let -1 and -2 be -reduction relations. Suppose.

is Church-Rosser,
(1)
(2)
is Church-Ross er,
(3) -»1 and --»2 'commute,'' i. e.

N2

Nl

2

N
25

Then -jl U ---*2 is:-Chureh-Rosser.

PROOF. By an easy diagram.'cha-,s.6 J
Now We have to show that -+c is Church--f)3.osser and that =»p and -»C com,
mute. Combining this with the fact that 0-reduction is Church-Rosser' yields the
desired result:'.

5.13. LEMMA. -a and -4( :connmlcte.

PROOF. Let M =+, -N express that M:-* N or M

X\

- N.

Then one shows.

M

N1

N2

N

by considering the relative positions of the 0- and C-redexes contracted. From
this ,the. commutation property follows by a simple diagram chase. p
5.14.. NONAMBIGUITY LEMMA. (i) If F>0t() fl and F >p(c) f2, then fl = f2.
(ii) Suppose VF -}('_n1 and VF -;c rn2'., Then nl = n2-.

PROOF. (i) Straightforward, using the hypothesis that
;(ii) By (i).

p(C) As Church-Rosser:

5.15. COROLLARY. >O(C) can be considered as a partial mapping.
5.1.6. LEMMA.: For all r <

M

ov
__ -- M2

s

..........M3

Ml .........
ov

PROOF. By transfinite induction on 73, using Church-Rosser for
(.
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for 0 <

5.17. LEMMA.

M

M1

/ \1

M2

N
PROOF. Let Al, 02 be the (-redexes contracted in M -+ MI, M -} M2 respectively. Now distinguish cases as to the relative positions of O1 and A2. The case
that O1 and A2 are disjoint is trivial.., If Aj and. A2 coincide, the Nonambiguity
Lemma is used, and finally Lemma 5.16 deals with the (most involved) case that
Al is a subterm of 02 or vice versa.
5.18. LEMMA. 'L 4"C is'Church-Rosse`

PROOF. By Lemma 5.17 and `a diagram chase E
5.19. PROPOSITION.

is Church-Rosser.

PROOF. By the lemmas 5.13 and
This completes proof by transfinite induction of the Main- Theorem'.
5.20. COROLLARY. -gyp p is Church-Rosser

Building a PER model
We consider the set of closed Acp-terms (modules

)''as an applicative structure.

5.21. DEFINITION. (i) For M E A°cp we' rite ,the scp-equivalence class of M as

N}
(ii)
(iii)

{<M> I M E A°cp}.
as usual:

<M> <N> = <MN>.
Note that this is a sound definition," i.e. the resulting equivalence class is inderepresentatives of <Myaid<N>.
pendent of the choice of

For the interpretation, of A2T-terms in, a per structure over C a few facts
are needed.
from classical untyped
To simplify notation, =p,0 ,is'mostly written as =.
27

5.22. DEFINITION. The terms S+; P-, and Z are defined as follows.

S+ -

.x.[falserx],

P- -

Ax.xfalse,,,
.Ax.xtrue.

Z

5.23. LEMMA.- For all n E N

S+rn = rn + 1-',
P-1-n + 1-' =
Z1O-1

Z7Q71,,

1

F

_1

rage

= false.

=Zrn + 1
PROOF. Easy.

The constants RQ will be interpreted using a single lambda-calculus recursor.
5.24. DEFINITION. Using the fixed point combinator Y, define

Rec - Y(.Armnx.if Z x then m else n(P-x)(rmn(P-x))).
Now untyped-. terms with constants from A2T can be interpreted in .C. We
first give the interpretation of term;and type. constants:
5.25. DEFINITION. (i). V w sdefined by setting

= <'-0,%
V(S) _ <S+>,
V(Rc) = <Rec
V(0):-

.

(ii) Furthermore, 7 is defined by
T(0)..= {(urn-'>,f.

In

eN

Note that T(0), E PER(C.).
5.26. LEMMA. (V, T) is a constant valuation pair.-,
PROOF. Let be a type valuation
Moreover note that

_'Obviouslyd V(O),-E,= dom[0]g.=

dom[O->Oh = {<F> I F E A°cp, F Dpi f for some f : N -* N}.

Therefore V(S) E dom[0=30]g. Regarding RQ, suppose <M>. [Q]C <M'>, and
,<N> [0-->u-+or]g <,N>, and prove by induction on n that
<' B e >

<1Nj<rn;j a]g
a] :.. 7

It follows that V.(RQ) E dom[Q--*(.0- a28.

-

.

5.27. DEFINITION. (i)° Let ;M. E" A(Cons(A2T)). Then M* e}1.1 is obtained from

M by substituting '0, for 0, S+ for S, and Rec for R.
(ii) Let M ,E A(Cons(A2T)) and`;p : Var --+ 1CI a,,valuat'ion; say FV.(M)- _

:.

{xl,... xn} and p(xz) = -<Pz). ~Then,define
,

A

`MOP-<MI[x:=P1 -

5.28. LEMMA. (! ( is _aI A2T-.interpretation

°

PROOF.: Straightforward. F
Now we define the per structureW = ("-o , *,

, Y,

T).

5'.29. THEOREM., '93W is a.a2TA-algebra.

PROOF. The rules (L1) and (L2) are satisfied `automatically' as was shown in
Propostion 3.14. As to (CR), note that for all M,,N E App
IRecMNIO,'= M `Y

and

RWJNI-n + 11.. = NIn-I(.RecMNInI).
Now the satisfaction of the (CR) rules follows by translating this to £ ,. The rules
in (A) are satisfied since domj0]g '=-' N and S+ &-represents` the `real' successor
function.
5.30. THEOREM. The functional cp is present in q3(,,,'i.e.

P> E`dom[2].
PROOF. First note that for all F, F E A°cp one has. <F> ,[1] <F'> iff F and F
represent the same function. For. such. F, F: f
cpF =py, cpF'.

This implies

29 -`

60

o. r ai a .ili y_ Il ,see
-

.

order lambda calculus ;

>

'l:

.-

`gyp

._:,
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..
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In this` section., it wt1! ,b,.e, -shown, that ,E is nt?t;rA2T realizable in .A2TA. Thi

suggests that bar recursion is, in some >sense, -a`more powerful extension of AT
than the concept of polymorphism (see the discussion in the introduction).
The idea of the proof is the same-,as,the proof for ATA (Proposition 4.5), but
the implementation is far more difficult. The presence of a type-2 functional like
introducing a `fatal discontinuity', would solve the problem:
A first attempt would be to extend Kleene's partial applicative structure with
codes for an oracle function, thus "obtaining arelative veisionof the model HEO2:=z
A naive solution like adding an oracle cp such that

cp(e) = n

if {e} = 5,,,,

= 'Q
of such a. co will get lost in the PER-construction. (There
will be el, e2 such that
Sn and {e2} ;0' &n
'n > 0 but {ei}w =
-` .

dust a technical accident but
has a fundamental reason: one can show- that the Kreisel` Lacombe-Schoenfield"
theorem (see Kreisel et al. [1959]), expressing that all type-2 elements of HEO2 are
continuous, can be relativized. Hence. .every. recursion theoretic oracle is doomed
to fail. Other well-known model, constructions for, A2 and A2T seem to exhibit
an inherent continuity. For an alternative approach, see Breazu-Tannen and
{e2}0; co acts differently on, el. and e2,._) This is

Coquand [1988].

Using, the construction of Section 5 we can
tion 4.5.

an analogue of Proposi-

6.1. PROPOSITION. There exists no 4) E Term02T) such that
A2TA I- E(4)).

PROOF. Suppose A2TA F- E(D). We want to derive a contradiction. Take
co : NN -> N such that cp(Sn) = n (like. n,-the, proof of Proposition 4.5). Construct
such that
AE

Arnor,

= r'-1,
= 'r0-,

if <`n ;.
otherwise.

Note that <A) E dom[0--+,0->0]e; snore-specifically

..a

QEJ. Moreover, by

construction one has <W; e dom[(0->0)-;0]e, and
This implies
101

contradicting

= E(1)). Note that the Church-Rosser property for --+

is

essential because it guarantees that <rn,> and <rm-'> are distinct whenever

n
30

are.
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